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Foreword by Perry Marshall
A decade ago I attended Gary Bencivenga’s “Bencivenga 100” copywriting seminar in
Manhattan. At $5000 a head, the audience was high cotton. Gary was retiring, and since
he is at heart a teacher with a great love for humanity, he revealed all his secrets. Gary was
unquestionably the top copywriter in the field.
That seminar is still legendary, but one motivation for Gary’s retirement was the tremendous
acceleration and commoditization of the copywriting craft. Gary outlined a meticulous
approach for getting offer, message and tone exactly right which involved a great deal of
research.
Gary saw that a new breed of copywriter was coming into vogue the SPEED copywriter.
Why research when you can test? Why slave over paragraphs for days or weeks when you
could buy cheap traffic and just do a bunch of A/B splits?
I’m not suggesting Gary’s approach was or ever will be obsolete. I am, however, suggesting
that one must now use Gary’s tools 100x faster than most marketers would have 15 years
ago.
On one hand, you must check to see if there’s water before you dive into the swimming pool.
The days of haphazardly sticking up a brand new product on a search engine and quickly
selling it are over.
On the other hand, the days of fastidiously researching a market, a product and a niche for
months and months are also over.
The correct approach combines both extremes. Here, Luke Szyrmer shows you how to go
from zero to vetted and out the door with a reasonable, goodenough product strategy in
literally one day. 80/20 high speed product launch research.
This book is full of juicy nuggets of sage advice that will speed you to reality. If your idea is
a bad one… you need to find out NOW. Not three months from now. With this book you can
literally test a new idea, a new concept, a new product… without actually building a single
prototype first… once per day.
Are you stuck with your current business? Vet 14 new ideas in two weeks. One will stick for
sure.
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You’ll find astute tips on when to A/B test and when not to; a slick trick using Wikipedia that
I myself used to debug a problem long ago, then completely forgot about; how to harness
clever online services like PickFu and a kamikaze, take no prisoners approach to researching
a market.
Luke delivers great storytelling and interesting anecdotes, along with well researched claims.
Whether you are a big business or a tiny one, if you’re introducing a new idea to a new
market, your odds are the same as Venture Capital: out of ten ideas, one will be great, one
will be OK, and eight will be duds. You cannot guess in advance which ones are good and
bad.
But in ten days you can test ten ideas, eliminate seven, and be left with three that have a
fighting chance.
That’s pretty good odds, dontcha think?
Perry Marshall Author of the Ultimate Guide to Google AdWords, Ultimate Guide to
Facebook Advertising, 80/20 Sales & Marketing and Evolution 2.0

Reviews
“I’ve had “do smoke test” on my to-do list for months, but your book helped me get out of
neutral and start gathering real market feedback.I’ve actually been working on a menswear
solution for the past year, and in retrospect spent way too much time in the “wantrepreneur”
wilderness of customer interviews and systems design for an unvalidated hypothesis. My
initial focus was a solution that helps professional men assemble the perfect outfit for today’s
meetings from items they already own. As someone who has great items but no fashion sense,
this is a problem I’d like to solve for myself.
While I had some anxiety that this was in the “nice to have/vitamin” category, I went ahead
and hired a contract development shop to build an MVP. Fortunately, when the contract
development estimate for my initial concept came in at 2.5X my “not to exceed” budget, I
listened to the wakeup call and re-focused.
While my interview subjects showed some interest in the solution I wanted to build, they
showed real emotion for “I hate shopping.” I decided to refocus on a small segment with a
critical, urgent need to solve a specific shopping problem: new male college grads who need
to build a wardrobe for their first professional job. Typically, they had nothing that would
remotely qualify except their interviewing suit, and no familiarity with the market for dress
pants/shirts. Finding pants that fit well turned out to be their top pain-point.
After convincing myself there was a technical solution, on Saturday I went ahead and
executed your process. I bought a trickle of AdWords, and pointed it to Instapage where I had
slavishly copying the Buffer smoke test. It looked pretty lame to me, but I decided to follow
Reid Hoffman’s advice on embarrassing MVPs and plunge ahead. Over Sunday/Monday,
30% of the people who landed on the page have clicked the “Get Started” link, and 10% have
entered an email.
Thanks to your book, I’m now confident there’s real value in the concept, and am planning
to take the next steps on a prototype.”
– Mark Hill, serial entrepreneur, ex-500 startups
“Surprisingly refreshing and packed with practical insights. My companies have sold $30,000,000+
in consulting and I’ve also built an agency, so I’ve seen quite a number of launch methodologies. For this reason when I first saw the title I thought ‘yeah, right - he’s probably going to
tell me how to win the lottery tomorrow too.’ But by the time I finished the book I not only
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genuinely believed it could be done, but had begun furiously bookmarking his recommended
resources and carefully taking notes in a project template. Lukasz Szyrmer has integrated
modern internet resources with lean-start-up ideas more practically than virtually anyone
else I’ve seen. And his mastery of the psychological elements of persuasion glues the whole
concept together. This book definitely improved my game…and if you characterize yourself
as an ambitious entrepreneur you definitely owe it at least one good read. (I know I’ll be
going through it again!)” – Glenn Livingston, Ph.D., former co-founder of advertising
agency Rocket Clicks, psychologist, and online market research pioneer
“There are selfless heroes in every startup community; the organizers and mentors who help
for no reason other than that they know it’s the right thing to do. These people are the
backbone of our progress as people, and my heart goes out to them. Today I want to talk
about one community hero: Luke Szyrmer. Luke organizes Lean Startup Machine in London
and the Lean Startup Circle Meetup. It’s a lot of work and it has a huge impact on people.
He’s also written a fantastic book called Launch Tomorrow. As an author, I’m very critical
of new books written for entrepreneurs. Luke’s book has a ton of practical advice around
Landing Pages and testing ideas I wish I had written myself.” –Trevor Owens, founder of
Javelin.com and author of The Lean Enterprise
“This is a must read if you have an idea for a startup and you want to create the right landing
page to sell your idea before spending a lot of money building your product” – Dharmesh
Raithatha, Product Partner, Forward Partners
“This concise and clearly written book is firmly in the Agile marketing camp. If you are
looking for a book to get you started on effective landing pages this is a good one. Yet
it goes one better. The basic premise is that you want to create effective landing pages
to test out product ideas where you do not have a product. Brilliant. Test the prospect’s
reaction before you blow the budget on a product that is likely to fail. Now this may not
happen in every market , but the idea has great merit. For years our firm has advocated
testing the market to help you build what prospects need/want/will buy rather than
having the product come first. Very good book and I recommend if you are in product
management/development/marketing–you get it!” – Reg Nordman, Rocket Builders
“It was not easy with so many ideas popping up in your head that you don’t know where
to start. Luke actually let me realize how to be clear and focus on one idea and to make it
work.” –Vincent, Singapore, Software Entrepreneur
“I really liked the fact that with your strategy a person can evaluate if a business idea is worth
pursuing for just a few hundred dollars, rather than risk $25,000 and most likely fail.” – Scott
Dudley, Direct Response Copywriter
“I’m about 1/4th of my way through this book. Great online marketing tips and concepts that
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I hadn’t ever even imagined. Luke, you are breaking this down to a science that even geeks
can use. Thanks for the amazing resource!” – Tariq Khan, alumnus of the Wharton School
of University of Pennsylvania
“Got a business idea? Use a landing page to validate it. Awesome book from @LaunchTomorrow.” – Kumy Veluppillai, Director of Marketing, Kayako
“The Lean Startup meets direct response marketing. Eric Ries meets Gary Halbert. Launch
Tomorrow by Luke Szymer provides a step-by-step approach to quickly launching an idea,
a product, campaign, or business in a way that doesn’t cut corners on acquiring scientific,
validated learning in the marketplace. Many tech startup business owners snicker at direct
response marketing that they come across. They see this type of marketing as lacking class.
They see their businesses as being different. They see their target market as only responding
to branding. Wrong, of course, on all three counts. Launch Tomorrow makes remarkable
effort to bridge this gap and bring the solid foundation of scientific advertising into the world
of ultra-modern ultra-fast startups.” – Alex Makarski, Marketing Consultant
“Read this book today and launch your product today. I love the compactness and the
actionable way the author wrote this book. The first time I paged through it I felt energized
to put aside my own process lists and use this book verbatim, step by step, to systematically
and confidently launch my product. This book will energize you and enable you to launch
tomorrow. Read it today… or put off your launch for weeks and months and years.” – Nitsan
S. Gaibel, Publisher and Entrepreneur
“In my corporate consulting days, I used to tell my clients that market research is a waste of
time, because projects usually took 3 months and required a budget of $50-150K. But this stuff
really changes the equation!” – Robert Grossman, Marketing Expert, Former Managing
Partner, McKinsey & Co.

Preface
High growth companies live in maddening extremes. Recently, Slack, a corporate message
and chat software company, when from nothing to a $1.12 billion valuation in under 2 years.
And still growing quickly. That’s pretty impressive–for a few founders who were working
from their kitchen table recently.
Here’s what Slack’s founder says about its growth, pictured below:
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Or the founders of AirBnB. They started out by designing gimmicky political cereal boxes
to pay bills, buy food, and stave off homelessness. Over two months, they sold 800 boxes of
cereal at $40 each. They generated more than $30,000 to fund the company’s incubation in
2009.
Today, AirBnB competes successfully with major hotel chains. Five years after AirBnB’s
founding, the company was tentatively valued at $10 billion, based on a round of financing
they closed last year.
Yet, despite the eye-popping growth in the tech startup world, the chances of hitting it big
are a bit slim. Paul Graham, the head of YCombinator (YC) and an early investor in AirBnB,
revealed YC’s numbers in a tweet:

Out of 511 companies YC had chosen with a rigorous selection process, only 37 “made it”
afterward. It’s harder to get accepted to YC than it is to Harvard. After benefitting from YC’s
mentoring, connections and financing, their startups had a success rate of 7.2%. If you take
clearing a valuation of $40 million as a financial success.
You don’t often read about this tech industry underbelly in the glossy startup magazines. It’s
called survivorship bias. By the time the success stories hit the news, they’ve been through
it all.
There are a handful of commonalities among them. For one, they’ve honed their product to
match what their customers crave. And they’re only willing to talk about what they did once
they feel “established” enough to open up their kimono.
In this book, I want to be honest with you about what I know about being a founder at the
earliest stages. At this point, I’ve spoken to hundreds of technology entrepreneurs. Some are
already quite successful, some struggling, some just starting out. I want you to show you
what works, to have the best possible toolset to help you build the right product. This will
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help you start your business with a product that has a fighting chance to reach that anecdotal
top 7% of high growth companies.
This book shows you how to build a product that your market longs for. Find out exactly
where there is unmet demand. This book will provide you with the tools to identify a problem
actually worth solving. It focuses you on identifying a powerful value proposition first and
foremost. By launching into the thick of your market, all within a day, you discover what
your prospects actually want.
Design and refine your idea, before you even start building your product. Know you’re
building the right product, with conversion data to prove it. And if you’re pre-selling right
from the beginning, you have money in the bank as additional validation of your value
proposition. And–in case you missed it–you have money in the bank, so start building a
business!
Even within one day, with a decent landing page and a good advertising campaign you can:
• Identify which one of your many product ideas is best.
• Position and present your product idea so that it sticks out.
• Confirm an unmet need exists in a totally new market or related to a totally new
technology.
In my opinion, using advertising to test a new business idea is a critical skill for early-stage
founders. Yet I’d never seen a comprehensive resource on how it’s done. So I created it. I
know a one day launch sounds like hot air. That’s been my aim–to shortcut the process for
you. To make product launches less painful. To help you build a high growth business based
on a solid value proposition, one which markets itself.

Who This Book Is and Isn’t For
“Intelligence is the ability to learn from your mistakes. Wisdom is the ability to
learn from the mistakes of others.” - Anonymous
If you are launching a new product or starting a new business and you still haven’t made
any money yet, particularly in technology or in business-to-business (B2B), this book is for
you. It will help you get to that first sale (or pre-sale) quickly.
The book encapsulates what I wish I had known before embarking on my business misadventures. It includes my mistakes, warts and all so that you can learn from them. It also includes
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what surprised me, and how that’s led to my big marketing successes, despite not being a
marketer by trade.
It also consolidates my current approach, when entering a new market. It gives you a
quantitative framework to measure your progress. You can launch your product based on
proven, repeatable, measurable principles as opposed to just groping around in the dark. The
book suggests a series of metrics which will get you to that first sale as quickly as possible.
If you’re using paid advertising, that first sale can be within a day.
For you, this means massive bang for your buck.
If you just want to buy another book to read, without needing to take any action, please
return it for a full refund. You won’t get anything from reading this. You actually need to
take the detailed action steps. Set up monitoring systems. Gather feedback to know you’re
progressing. If you don’t want to do it yourself, you can pay someone to do it for you. But
you still need to implement the process somehow.
If you think marketing means spamming every victim you see with info about your product,
think again. While marketing can be a numbers game, effective early-stage marketing is
different. It’s all about who you exclude from your messaging. So that your message is
more effective when addressing subgroups within your target audience. So you can build
meaningful relationships with them. And be helpful. This approach is critical to understand.
Especially for founders launching a new product on a small marketing budget.
If you have lots of high-interest credit card debt, or you’re completely out of money, address
that first. I tried starting a business with tens of thousands of dollars in school loans, yet
lost over £10,000 on the idea anyway (around $20,000 at the time). And the loan payments
still needed to go out every month. Before I started another one, I paid everything off the
remaining debt first. On average, a failing business sinks about $25,000 in the US, according
to Bloomberg BusinessWeek. In that context, buying a bit of online advertising upfront is
just chump change. And smart. While this book will give you the tools to reduce the risk of
a business failure, it’s not financial pixie dust.
If you’re looking for “passive” income, this book’s tactics aren’t right for you. This approach,
which sets you up for high growth later, requires you to hustle. Jeff Bezos, Bill Gates, and
Steve Jobs weren’t sipping Bahama Mamas on the beach as they built Amazon, Microsoft,
and Apple. Sorry to burst your bubble.
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What Makes This Book Different
Much of the current thinking about validating a business idea focusses on a particular type
of prospect interview. It’s called customer development. Customer development helps you
elicit what customers want, regardless of your product idea. Go deep with them. Step into
their skin. Explore the limitations of existing solutions.
When starting out, the best use of your time is talking to qualified prospects, in order
to understand their problems. Academic Steve Blank pioneered customer development.
Bestselling author Eric Reis, of The Lean Startup fame, popularized it. They aimed to help
minimize waste when creating a new product.
While I’ve used customer development and found it valuable, I’ve had a few issues. Initial
customer interviews tend to be haphazard, awkward, and difficult to structure. You want to
achieve a learning outcome, and this isn’t easy.
Customer development also requires quite a bit of skepticism and critical thinking. This is
difficult to stomach if you’re on your 27th interview and your prospects clearly don’t have
the problem your product idea addresses (been there, done that too).
Most importantly, though, customer development doesn’t predict buyer behavior at all.
Customer development results in prospect opinions. Declared opinions are known to be weak
predictors of buyer behavior. You can’t be certain which interviewee will be a buyer, unless
they actually buy from you. So you don’t know whose opinion to prioritize.
In contrast, using a landing page and advertising you sidestep these limitations. You can
set up a sales environment quickly and easily online. You can simulate a sale, pre-sell or
crowdfund a product, or sell it and deliver when you are ready.
You can optimize your value proposition and positioning before committing to building a
product. Once you are making sales, you can use customer development to zoom in on buyers’
needs.

How to Read This Book
Starting with the first chapter, you will find a framework for arriving at a product idea
which makes an audible thud when your audience first hears about it. Immediately after
that, you will find a step-by-step process to help you launch a product idea in one day. Set
up everything you need to test out an idea. If it works, based on your initial expectations,
you’re off to the races.
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The rest of the book depends on what happened on that first launch. It helps you test
variations of your value proposition, in order to try improving it even further. Typically,
the room for improvement is larger than you think, even if your initial test was successful.
If your initial test wasn’t successful, the rest of the book will help you analyze why that
happened. It will suggest what to improve and in what order.
It’s much better to let go of a bad idea before investing your savings and months of your life
into it. You lose 100% of the time you invest into a failed business idea. Is it naive of me to
say that? Maybe. But no one will give you back the months or years of toiling over a product
that goes nowhere. Not to mention your capital.
You are more than welcome to peck around the book and pick up tidbits, or read it all the
way through. You can then re-visit the assumptions you’ve embedded in your testing. Change
them–one by one. Try again.
Repeat until successful.

Take Action Now
In order to engage deeply with this book:
1. Shut off your access to social media, and all other distractions.
2. Get your beverage of choice. I’m always game for a bitter black espresso.
3. Make yourself comfortable (yes, that’s important in terms of info retention).
4. If you’re reading a physical copy, pull out a highlighter or pen. Underline
what you like.
5. Take notes: in the margins, in a notebook, or in an app like Evernote or a
personal wiki
6. If you keep getting distracted or overwhelmed by the itch to check your
email, check out sanebox.com.
Note that the actions in this section are focussed on the essential things you need
to do. They are meant to be lightweight and easy to accomplish. Launch fast and
get feedback!
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Metrics To Monitor
At the end of each chapter, there is a section called “Metrics To Monitor”. Metrics
are only useful if they help change behavior. In this section, I’ll point out the
relevant actionable metrics which you need to watch. The websites and tools I
recommend will either be free (ideally) or inexpensive. By getting visibility into
your sales system, you learn exactly where you stand. You also discover what
needs to be done next, in order to make the most progress. If you understand
your prospects’ behavior as they browse through to your landing page, you’ll
know where your simple sales funnel needs to be “unclogged”. Simple.

In order to help you see how this looks, I’ll occasionally include screenshots from Google
Analytics. While there are better analytics packages out there they tend to be expensive.
In contrast, Google Analytics provides a free way for you to track what happens on your
website. With its data, you focus your resources on the areas most likely to help you leap
forwards.
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Key Takeaways
At the end of each chapter, you’ll find a summary of all of the key points, stats,
or quotes it contained. This makes it easier for you to scan the book.
In this chapter, you learned:
• Buying targeted advertising and sending it to a landing page can help you
make a sale much faster than by starting with customer development.
• Developing your value proposition and testing your assumptions is the
best use of your time at the earliest stages of a new venture.
• The key tool to prove that a product idea “works” is a sale.
• It’s more useful to speak with paying customers than prospects.

Not Every Solution Solves a Problem
Worth Solving
In 2008, I believed the only real way to learn business was to risk your own money. Boy, was
I right. Ouch.
My product idea: create a niche YouTube clone focused on the hedge fund industry. I wanted
to populate it with Excel training videos, mostly made by myself. Hedge funds use Excel a lot.
If I could give them good advice and resources for free, they would be happy to potentially
buy something.
Even though I still hadn’t paid off my student loans, I plowed my savings into this business.
I funded a few offshore developers from my full-time salary. If only I could get a few junior
programmers to get me over the hump, I’d have a good basis for building out this grand
vision. Through some web research, I found a few recent grads who knew about Drupal, the
web platform I had used to build a prototype. I wanted them to make lots of adjustments to
that prototype, and to implement a funky visual template. I wrote up the requirements for my
“game changer” and popped it over to them. I had inadvertently become a project manager
in my spare time. It kept me so busy, that I wasn’t creating any content. I was excited as the
website, which had previously only existed in my imagination, started to take shape before
my eyes. After a few months of back and forth, we were done.
Eventually Paul, one of the developers asked:
“Luke, we’re finishing up the website. It’s good to test this stuff with actual content. Makes
it more likely to find any missing holes. Where is your content?”
Gulp.
“Errr. I don’t have any. Didn’t get around to it.”
Instantly, I threw myself into writing articles. Some of the content was technical content
about Excel. Some of it was commentary about the markets.
When I finally got around to getting the right tools to record the video training sessions,
I “choked”. I didn’t have anything to say. It was like writer’s block, but when presenting–
presenter’s block. I finally created a few videos. Largely anonymous web visitors watched
them. A few friends put some well-meaning comments like “I can’t hear anything on this
video”. I had no idea what people’s reaction was at the time, because I got little feedback from
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the target market. Imagining what they might say would only confirm my own guesses, so
it wasn’t helpful.
I hadn’t considered that the silence of the web itself can be deafening. You can’t hear the
reactions of real people when they come to your website. It didn’t help that I hadn’t done
presentations in years.
Even though I managed to get the site working technically, I didn’t get this business idea
off the ground. To be fair, I collected over 1600 email addresses of people interested in the
project. After 11 months of effort and around Â£10,000 (about $20,000 at the time) invested
as a sunk cost, I had to pack up after not having earned a penny.
This got me thinking…why did this happen in the first place? Did I even have a good product
idea to begin with?

Solving The Early-Stage Marketing Problem…Differently
By having the right product idea from the beginning, I could have saved myself months
of stress and a lot of money. To be fair, someone else did end up building a media business
addressing hedge funds. Yet not about Excel. It had to do with running a hedge fund business,
not Excel tips. I hadn’t listened–at all–to my hedge fund managers.
This was because I wasn’t actually speaking to them, to identify their biggest challenges. I
didn’t even think about talking to my two target audiences, the hedgies and the advertisers,
about this idea. In fact, I had put that off for as long as I could. I even convinced my loving
wife, not long after we got married, to invest our wedding gift money into building out this
site. There were so many things I wanted to do technically with the site, that I had no idea
what my audience needed.
As a result, it was unlikely I would have ever created a product or content that was helpful,
interesting, or engaging to them. They weren’t interested in hedge fund specific Excel tips.
They had a business to run. They faced different problems from the one I thought they had.
I had successfully started an expensive hobby. Because I had created a solution, before
identifying a problem worth solving, the business petered out.
Ultimately, that’s fundamentally the role of the marketer: find out what people want, and
give it to them. Obvious; yet I had missed it.
Marketing derailed me, which I found surprising. The marketing strategies I knew from
university were relevant for big companies. They were somewhat counter-productive when
launching a totally new business. An established company has already proven a lot of basic
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assumptions. They tweak, adjust, and optimize their marketing, to sell more product. They
don’t need to answer big questions, like “is this product idea worth pursuing?” or “why should
people buy from me?” As a solo-preneur, I did.
Big companies also target much larger segments. They can afford to think about branding.
Being “top of mind” is critical when selling consumer goods like shampoo. For them, that
makes good business sense.
In contrast, an early-stage product aimed at a narrow niche of people has different criteria.
It’s much better to ensure that the target group responds to any messaging. Both advertising
that’s bought or PR that’s generated must generate sales. At that stage, metrics like reach
(which help measure how many people have seen your ad) are less important than how
effectively each ad sells. By effective, I mean generating the desired response, such as a
purchase.
This realization motivated a deep dive into marketing, to fill my apparent skills gaps as an
entrepreneur. I needed to figure out what I had missed.
At the time, I thought I had struggled with traffic the most. I started with learning more
about that. I found Perry Marshall, one of the web’s biggest experts on Google AdWords.
Unlike typical internet marketers, he seemed as if he knew what he was talking about. He
was an engineer before going into marketing, so he was systematic about his approach.
He also grounded his approach to AdWords in direct response advertising principles. He
argued that getting traffic was as easy as spending a bit of money. Figuring out how to
offer something valuable enough to fund that traffic from profits–that’s the hard part. If you
manage to achieve that, you can buy traffic indefinitely. More on that later. Knowing how to
convince prospects to buy or figuring out what they wanted before offering it to them, that
was the essence of direct marketing.
The best customers are pre-sold on what you have to sell. With this approach, marketing
became a matter of:
• Choosing the right audience
• Understanding what they were struggling with Or
• Finding a niche with unmet demand
Perry Marshall and his friends introduced me to a valuable quantitative market research
framework.
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Using Behavior as a Leading Indicator for Sales
The following premise drives all further activity, at the core of this system: A message is
only meaningful because your customer reacts to it. And acts on it. Or not.
A click is a response. By using technology to track what people click, advertisers can optimize
their messages. As a result, ad buyers persuade potential buyers more effectively.
More importantly, a click is also a precondition for a sale. If you don’t get a click, you can’t
make a sale. When aggregated, this click-through data on ads is especially useful when you’re
just starting out and you don’t have a product yet. In one day, you can figure out what grabs
a prospect’s attention.
This is the fundamental premise of direct response marketing. This is an old approach, from
the late 19th century. It hails back to when Sears used to send print catalogs to remote
Midwestern farms.
Faced with unfair pricing from local general stores, farmers were thrilled with this alternative. They were willing to wait for delivery, in return for enjoying both lower prices and a
wider selection of goods available.
In effect, Sears used direct response marketing to build a catalog mail-order business
systematically. They would send out printed catalogs of merchandise. Within the catalogs,
the advertisements would offer coupons with specific codes. When a farmer applied a specific
discount code to buy a product, Sears tracked exactly which ad the farmer responded to.
Based on this data, they could reconstruct exactly which ads were effective. They could
compare different versions of ads. They could optimize them over time. It was a quantitative,
yet effective, form of marketing.
Direct response, or direct marketing, resurged thanks to on-line advertising.
You may have heard serial entrepreneur and VC Marc Andreessen’s term “messagemarket match.” He was describing what he felt when his company Netscape started
growing exponentially. The thinking around online advertising arguably came from a
1995 seminar organized by direct marketer Ken McCarthy. McCarthy claims Andreessen
was there. At the time, the Internet was a haven for students, academics and hobbyists.
It was hard to fathom that the Internet would ever become commercial. Based on the
content of this event, banner ads became the first baby step towards running businesses
on the internet.
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With Google AdWords, advertising based on behavior and response had become affordable to
anyone with the guts to run a few ads. Google AdWords was the world’s first ever real-time,
interest-segregated database of prospects. It was possible to reach millions of highly targeted
consumers within seconds. Most of all, it was accessible even to solo-preneurs, proportionate
to the size of their budgets.
For the first time ever, you could now optimize your ads for click-through or the sales process.
You could run statistically valid experiments. You could test user behavior and interest. Most
importantly, you could reason quantitatively about latent unmet demand.
Wouldn’t you like to know whether people would want a product, before committing to a
business around it? Regardless of whether you had a product or not? Anyone could become
an entrepreneur.
At the very simplest, prospects need to click on an ad before buying. If someone doesn’t
click on an ad, they aren’t interested in what you have to say or your product. But unlike
a brand marketing approach, you don’t pay to advertise to those who aren’t interested.
This click carries a lot of weight, from a marketing point of view. It indicates the prospects
are interested in the ad’s message. Since they must be interested in order to buy, that click
gives you valuable information about who is likely to buy.
Moreover, if you buy highly targeted ads, marketing to tightly defined niches becomes
predictable. If 10% of a tightly targeted niche of people respond to an ad or buy after
clicking on one, 10% of prospects from the same traffic source will usually continue to
buy. These probabilities remain stable over time.
While an individual response might not mean that much, you discover patterns. Narrowly
defined groups of prospects react to messaging in similar and predictable ways. For
example, if one ad gets a 1.3% click-through rate, and another ad gets a 9.1% click-through
rate, the second ad makes a better first impression. You get more traffic to your site, and
often, the prospects are more likely to convert if you have a good landing page.
You can use ads to test buying behavior on product ideas too. By describing the benefits
of a product that doesn’t exist yet, you can test how good an idea your product is. See
what generates a high response rate. Or at least compare the attractiveness of a handful
of benefits. Or what gets your audience excited.
You are dealing with apples-to-apples comparisons when you’re comparing user behavior
like click-through rates. With this approach, you generate quantitative measures estimating demand and interest. You can find out what specific groups of people like (test which
audience is most interested). Alternatively, you can find out what ads a specific audience
loves, and use that to make educated guesses about product ideas worth pursuing.
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In effect, it’s like having Superman’s x-ray vision about buyer behavior. Nobody else will
see what you see. Or know you see it. Yet it’s there. It’s provably real. And it’s more
relevant to your revenues than any other metric you could possibly generate.

In this context, branding, PR, and traditional corporate marketing all become less relevant.
Why be shooting blindfolded with your marketing budget, especially if you are just starting
out? Instead, you can focus your limited resources on people actually interested in buying
your product.
While you may not be able to build out a full product in one day, you can figure out what
to offer by identifying what incites a response-whether that’s a click, an email, or an actual
order. Within a day, you can sell something, such as a service that approximates software.
And then you can start building the product which eventually replaces that service.
This marketing framework has generated sales for me, when entering a new market or
launching a product many times over. Launch Tomorrow goes into exactly how to do this
for your chosen niche or your product idea.

Where to Start
There’s three major pieces of the direct marketing puzzle which you need to work out every
time you are figuring out new product marketing:
• Who the ideal prospect is (as well as how to reach them)
• What to say or offer them
• How you describe your product on your landing page to persuade them to buy–which
is pretty much your product idea
Which of these is the most important, and as a result, where is your time best spent?
There have been studies which dive into the relative importance of all three in depth to
actually making a sale. Michael Kiely, a direct marketing veteran, mentions a test which
suggests exactly that. The test results speak for themselves:
When I was with Ogilvy & Mather Direct, our London office ran a 12-cell test
program to measure the relative contribution of the three basic elements of
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response to the final outcome of a campaign. When the [audience] was made
the variable, the Offer and [landing page] being the same in all three cells, the
difference between the best and worst performing cell was 700%. When the
Offer was the variable, the difference was 300%. But when the [landing page]
was made the variable the difference was only 135%. This test produced a split
of 62:26:12. I believe these percentages are more accurate than Ed [Mayer]’s
rule of thumb.¹ For reasons of logic. Get even a mediocre offer to the right
person and you have a chance to make a sale. Get the world’s best offer to the
wrong person and it’s no sale. Deliver the world’s best offer via the world’s best
creative solution to the wrong person and it’s “NO SALE”… These are not direct
marketing “rules”. They are facts based on human nature.²
By varying each component, Ogilvy & Mather estimated the predictive power of each
component. They found that the audience was the greatest source of variation in the
effectiveness of such a sales system. By making sure that they were exposing their offer to
appropriate prospects only, O&M discovered total sales varied 7x! In effect, by only targeting
prospects who are likely to be interested, you increase the response rate.
In that case, any time that you spend on understanding, defining and narrowing your
audience–is time well spent. If you understand what makes them tick, you can put a mediocre
offer and product in front of them, and they’ll still buy from you. The other two legs must
exist also, but they simply aren’t as important for getting sales.
In building any system, often you’ll discover leverage points, usually not immediately visible.
By keeping track of the right metrics, these leverage points drive overall system effectiveness.
While they might not be immediately visible, they influence output. You can identify ways to
leap forwards. Not surprisingly, as you build out a prototype of a sales system-like a landing
page and PPC advertising, you can apply “systems thinking” tools to optimize it.
Let’s get specific.
Here’s the Launch Tomorrow triangle, in which the angles correspond to the importance of
each of the three pieces.
¹40-40-20 is what Mayer popularized as the typical importance of the breakdown among these three components.
²http://michaelkielymarketing.blogspot.co.uk/2006/02/rewriting-dm-rules-for-web-rubbish.html, note that the study was
done with offline direct marketing tools, but transfers well online because it’s based on human nature as Kiely argues. This is
also why the language needed to be adjusted to match the terms used in this book.
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For most founders, the surprising bit of news is how critical audience selection is. Buying
advertising isn’t a matter of who can spend money the fastest. It’s a question of making sure
that you’re reaching the right audience.
Given the above, you also have a clear roadmap on how to enter any new market with direct
marketing:
1. First choose an audience well
2. Then figure out an appropriate offer which corresponds to that audience’s hunger
3. Finally, write a landing page to convince your audience to act now, because your offer
is perfect for them at this moment
Your time will be best spent nailing the above in that order, even before building the product.
Missing any one of these, especially audience–means your business will be dead in the water.
This insight would have saved me from wasting months of my life on my zombie product
idea. If your prospects respond with interest (which isn’t the same as saying they’re interested
mind you), you know you’re headed in the right direction.

Choosing and Finding Your Early Adopters
In order to start entering a completely new market, you need to choose a specific group of
people first. Who exactly are you addressing? You will need to have or establish a relationship
with a target audience. Ultimately, specific people make purchasing decisions, to address an
unfulfilled need or want.
While it’s tempting to start building products based on what someone should want, or what
they say they want, find out what they do want. You’ll always find understanding exactly
who you want to target valuable. If you are new to a segment or sub-segment that you think
could work for you, then this is critical.
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In short, it’s far easier to sell things that prospects already want to buy. If you can build or
create something that addresses a problem for a specific group of people, you’re more likely
to “convince” them to buy. In fact, they won’t need much convincing, as they will already
want what you’re offering. Use online advertising to figure out what demand exists, to avoid
oversaturated niches.
With a clear picture of market needs, you can only build features that your target market
wants. You know exactly which benefits speak to that particular market.
If you don’t have much time or money, surgically remove any activity that wastes time or
money. Much easier said than done. This also includes removing all features which don’t tie
back to the primary benefit the user wants.

Discover What Makes Your Prospects Tick
Once you need to write your ad copy, you’re slammed with the following question: what
does my target audience care about?
The better you verbalize that mouthwatering description, the higher your click-through rate
will be. If they click through, they enter your world. Some of them will buy. As your ad copy
tends to be the most powerful benefit claim you can make (ideally also arousing curiosity), a
well chosen claim improves the rest of your business’s metrics. You’ll make more sales. More
sales mean more referrals from happy customers.
Quantitatively, measuring your ad copy means that you can benchmark your offer. Let’s say
you have a list of “key benefits” which you’ve brainstormed. They all look roughly the same
to you, at least initially. Let your target market tell you what they like best based on what
they click.
See, one day is a very long time in the life of a startup. By optimizing your product idea,
your offer, and your value proposition over a few days, you are in a much stronger place.
You have a much better chance of creating something which your prospect will want to hear
about, once you build it.
In fact, an offer that generates a large response guarantees you will stand out in a crowded
marketplace. By definition, it draws attention. If it’s unique, effective, and addresses prospect
needs, it will behoove you to have a product you’re proud of. One which you know will
actually be attractive to a prospect. By honing that down, you stand a much better chance of
achieving what you originally set out to do.
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Convincing Prospects to Buy
Once you have a prospect’s attention, and they’ve clicked through to your website…it’s time
to convert. Your ability to convert prospects hinges on your mastery of one critical skill. You
must persuade your prospect to give up something they value in return for a promise that
you make. When combined with what you learned in the two previous steps, you’ll be able
to convey complex persuasive messages using stories. Incite your audience to take action.
This means you will:
• Actually help them solve their problem, once they buy and you deliver your product
or service
• Make money, which helps fund your further growth
• Learn the possible objections your prospects could have, and overcome them in your
copy
• Convince them to give you a shot. If you deliver on any promises you make, they’ll
trust you going forwards
• Generate a blueprint for the characteristics of an ideal product or service
At the moment they see the landing page, they’ve already taken the first click by coming
to your website or landing page. They are at least mildly interested in the topic. Figuring
out exactly how to describe what they’re looking for, in significant detail, requires that you
understand their needs. The actual magic will take place in the text you write, regardless of
where, when, and how they get it.
In this type of selling, if you know what keeps your audience up at night, then you’re much
more likely to keep them engaged in rapport. You need to describe their problem to them, so
that they believe you understand them. You need to establish an emotional connection with
them. Then lead them through to your proposed solution. You need to flesh out the details,
so that they can see, feel, hear, and taste success with your product.
The same principles apply regardless of how you deliver this message: sales pages, video,
social media, and even email autoresponders. Writing copy that converts requires many skills
and techniques, yet at its essence, great copy relies on your ability to tell stories that sell. This
can be done over any medium. Do you see why this is better than the 101 lists of 101 growth
hacks you can find online?
Once you have chosen an audience, and identified their biggest issues, conversion is critical
to building a profitable business. You must be able to convince your prospects to leave their
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comfort zone, put on their running shoes, and start running. Your ability to communicate
the value of your product will make or break each buying decision for your prospects. The
sooner you learn how to convert your prospects, the sooner you’ll build a successful business.

Moving Ahead by Launching Tomorrow
By looking at landing pages in this context, you will quickly realize that there is more to
testing out a product idea than a mere landing page “smoke test” that gathers pre-launch
emails. At best, a smoke test tells you whether your preconceived idea will work. It won’t
actually tell you much you don’t already know, only confirm that you have a good idea. You
might as well just talk to yourself in a mirror.
By running multiple landing page tests, you can run a series of experiments to learn about
your market. First confirm that a problem exists. Then figure out how to reach your prospects
online. Figure out how to differentiate your product from alternatives facing customers. Then
confirm that that they actually consider the problem big enough, that they’re willing to pay
you for a solution or for help. Each of these can be done quantitatively with a landing page
test.
Taking these three main points into consideration, get started. Launch your idea on a small
scale. It’s reasonable to expect to do a landing page launch in one day. Generate some
numbers. Figure out who might be interested. Confirm that they actually have the unmet
need or problem that you think they have. And make sure they’re willing to buy or at least
leave their email to keep in touch with you as you build out your product.
You have a lot more to lose by waiting, than just doing quick launches to confirm exactly
where you stand. The next chapter will walk you through how to accomplish that, step by
step.
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Take Action Now
Perform the minimum amount of admin you need in order to start a new project:
1. Set up a new email address dedicated to your new project. This organizes
your correspondence, external apps you use, and your attention around a
specific email address.
2. If you want to still see your email in your main email account, then set up
forwarding.
3. Add a filter or label to highlight any email coming from this new project
email address to put it all in one “bucket”
4. As mentioned in the following chapter, at least set up a dedicated PayPal
or Stripe account tied to this new email address.

Metrics To Monitor
In a startup, the key metric which represents a leap forwards for you is sales.
Other metrics discussed later will help you figure out why you haven’t reached
that first sale yet. If you are lacking an intermediate metric at the end of a chapter,
fix that first so that you get to sales or pre-sales as quickly as you can. Since you’re
spending money to buy advertising this will ease the financial pressure on you.

Key Takeaways

• The best way to gather market intelligence is to observe prospect behavior,
both individually and as a percentage (%) of the whole.
• Use metrics to identify what is keeping your prospect from buying.
• The three key things you must have in place in order to get a sale online
are:
1. An ideal prospect with a problem you want to solve
2. A message which grabs the prospect’s attention
3. An attractive product presentation, on a landing page for example,
which persuades the prospect to buy
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What’s Next
In the upcoming chapter, you’ll launch your product idea via a landing page, in order to figure
out exactly whether the idea works. If not, with the help of the remainder of the book, you’ll
identify exactly what you need to work on, to refine your idea effectively. Further chapters
help you determine what applying these three steps mean to your business. Re-define your
business, value proposition, or product for maximum impact, with specific action steps you
can take immediately.

